Warning
Adult supervision required. Do not leave baby unattended on pillow. Do not allow baby to fall asleep on pillow. Do not allow baby to lie face down on pillow. When not holding the pillow to support baby when feeding, use only on the floor. Do not lay baby on a pillow that is sitting on any other surface such as a bed or crib. Keep away from heat source or open flame.

DreamGenii™

Pillow Cover
100% Cotton
Wash before use. Machine wash cold (or cool) 30°C/85°F. Do not bleach. Tumble dry on low heat. Iron with a warm iron. Do not dry clean.

Pillow
Filling: 96% Polyester Fiber, 4% Polyester Fiber Batting
Shell: 50% Polyester, 50% Cotton
Remove cover before washing. Hand wash. Do not bleach. Dry Flat. After drying, gently shake and fluff pillow to help return its shape. Do not iron. Do not dry clean.
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